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Purpose of a Taxonomy
 Acts as a communication layer between 
users and information resources
 Facilitates user navigation





Purpose of a Taxonomy (2)
 Models specific subject domains
 Defines scope of a domain
 Communicates relationships between 
concepts
  
Purpose of a Taxonomy (3)
 Provides structure and consistency
 Saves time and effort in information 
seeking
 Creates a bridge between disparate 
information resources








































Purpose of the HS 
Taxonomy
 Required by the Homeland Security 
Digital Library to:
 Define the scope
 Index resources collected
 Categorize search results












































































































  Border Sec..
  Immigration
Emergency ..




  Medical ..
Infrastructure 
..
  Agriculture ..


























    Delaware
    Maryland
    New York
  …









  Proximity ..
  
Faceted Model (2)
 Each facet is mutually exclusive
 Facet is a taxonomy by itself
 Reflects a significant aspect of the 
domain
 Extensible 
 Increase number of concepts with post-
coordination
 Potential for interoperability; XFML
  
Facet Design Challenges
 No overlapping of concepts
 Logical relationship between facets
 Translating into a navigation structure

















Taxonomy in action 
(Browse)
Taxonomy in action 
(search/index)
  
HS Taxonomy: Current 
Status
 Navigation and indexing taxonomies 
almost synchronized
 Navigational taxonomy finalized





 Usability & user acceptance
 Focus groups
 Usability testing
 Review of search logs
 Integration into portal services
 Search & categorization tool










 Can be complicated
 Requires a lot of resources
 Requires understanding of domain
 Must be user focused





List of taxonomy resources:
http://library.nps.navy.mil/home/staff/lgassie/taxonomy.ht
m
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